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1 Adapter

A plug-in enabling SQLstream to interact with data from an external system, such as a log
file, a Kafka topic, or an external database table. Examples in s-Server include the Extensible
Common Data Adapter (ECDA) and the SQL/MED plugin.

2 Aggregate Function

A function that computes a single result value from a collection of input values. Examples
include AVG, COUNT, MAX, MIN and SUM. Aggregate functions are used with tumbling
windows in s-Server, so that a query emits a single row for each aggregation window.

3 ALTER

A DDL statement that modifies an existing schema object, changing its properties or
parameters. See ALTER PUMP, ALTER SESSION, ALTER SYSTEM, ALTER TABLE in the
SQL Reference Guide.

4 ANALYZE

A SQL command that records statistics about a schema object which may be used in
forming a Query Plan.

5 ApplicationIntegration

Enables multiple applications to work together or use each other's results even when those
applications were not designed for such collaboration. Using Guavus s-Server with streaming
data can integrate legacy systems and operations with more recent or comprehensive
solutions.

6 Attribute

A value-category in a row of a relation - normally referred to in SQL as column.

7 BaseStream

Sometimes used as a synonym for stream to emphasise the distinction from streaming
relation.

8 Cartesian Join

A join of two relations that delivers a row for every possible combination of rows in the
sources; implemented in SQL using the CROSS JOIN clause.
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9 Catalog

A SQLstream catalog is the highest level repository object. It contains metadata and state
information for the catalog objects (including streams, pumps and adapters) 

10 Checkpoint

A checkpoint is a representation of all SQLstream Repository content, both metadata and
local data. It provides a "known good point" in the event of a crash or other disruption. (s-
Server checkpoints are persistent, not streaming.)

Note: The first time you run the server, it creates a checkpoint. Before you run the server for
the first time, you cannot restore the catalog because no checkpoint exists.

11 Column

A field in a row that forms part of a stream or table. Every row has one or more columns.
Each column has a data type. All rows in a stream or table have the same columns. When
moving data from one source to another, you need to make sure column data types line up.

12 CREATE

A DDL statement that results in the creation of a repository object.

13 CrossJoin

The implementation of a cartesian join. 

14 Current Row

In s-Server, current row is the row with the latest timestamp, sometimes called the highwater
mark for a stream. In the simple stream below, current row has a timestamp of 2022-02-02
14:06:00.000.
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15 Cursor

An object representing a subquery.

16 Data Definition Language

DDL is a subset of SQL that includes commands intended to modify metadata - for example,
to CREATE, DROP, and ALTER repository objects.

17 Datagen

A program that simulates streaming data - described using XML files - for SQLstream
applications, and pushes the data into SQLstream using the SQLstream JDBC Driver. The
Mochi demonstration project uses Datagen as a source for its data.

18 Data Manipulation Language

DML is a subset of SQL that includes commands intended to modify data - for example,
DELETE, INSERT, and UPDATE.

19 Data Wrapper

The repository object that supports the definition of an adapter so that external application or
database objects can be represented as schema objects within a server. SQLstream
supports both Local data wrappers and Foreign data wrappers.
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20 DELETE

The repository object that supports the definition of an adapter so that external application or
database objects can be represented as schema objects within a server. SQLstream
supports both Local data wrappers and Foreign data wrappers.

21 Driver

A SQLstream client component that may used by external applications to communicate with
SQLstream - for example, the JDBC Driver.

22 DROP

A DDL statement that permanently removes an object and all its contents from the repository.

23 EXCEPT

An SQL relational operator, also known as MINUS. A EXCEPT B returns all rows in A that are
not present in B.

24 EXPLAIN

A SQL command that reports the Query Plan used to execute a SQL statement.

25 Finite Relation

A relation that is based on a persistent (not streaming) datastore, such as a table or non-
streaming view. It is called 'finite' because at any given moment the number of rows in the
relation is fixed.

26 Foreign Data Wrapper

A data wrapper that provides access from within Guavus s-Server to an external system,
such as a remote database, via an adapter. You install these using the CREATE FOREIGN
DATA WRAPPER command. This command installs the adapter within an s-Server
application. Examples of these include reading tables out of a database or reading a comma-
separated flat file. 

27 Foreign Server

An external system or data source made visible in SQLstream using the SQL/MED standard.
A SQLstream adapter implements a foreign server (known simply as a server in SQL/MED)
and one or more foreign streams or foreign tables.
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28 Foreign Stream

A schema object that is a stream defined in the context of a schema and associated with a
server. A foreign stream is an instance of a foreign data wrapper to provide access within
SQLstream to a flow of data either from or to an external system. For example, the Extensible
Common Data Adapter supports the creation of a foreign stream that reads data from the file
system, network sockets, AMQP, Kafka, Kinesis, and so on.

29 ForeignTable

A schema object that records the metadata necessary for SQLstream to be able to access a
table (or similar data structure) in a remote database. A foreign table can be used in SQL
(both queries and updates) just like a local table.

30 Function

A type of routine that returns a result. Functions can be built-in functions or user-defined
functions. 
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31 GroupAggregateFunction

An aggregate function, such as SUM, used in a GROUP BY query to combine a set of values
into a total, aggregating rows together on group keys and computing subtotals. 

32 Highwater Mark

Highwater marks let s-Server track the point in the foreign table where data was last read. This
is generally necessary for multiple reads on the same foreign stream.

33 Hopping Window

 Version 6.0 Feature 

This feature is new in s-Server 6.0.

Hopping windows are a type of sliding window, but while sliding windows always move
forward row by row--always exactly an hour ago, for example--hopping windows build up until
they reach a specified interval--the hop--and then hop forward. Instead of "exactly an hour
ago" this is "exactly an hour ago on the minute."

In other words, the rows included in an analytic, such as SUM, build up over a given time
period--the time specified by the "hop"--then are excluded from the analytic all at once as
soon as the hop time is reached.

If right now is 12:01 pm, a one hour hopping window says to s-Server "give me the sum of all
the rows between now and 24 hours ago (12 pm yesterday), and keep giving me the sum of
all these rows until it's 1 pm. At that point, start giving me the sum of only those rows that are
24 hours before 1 pm." 

In this way, the number of rows in the analytic window follows a "saw tooth" pattern:
increasing steadily in number, then dropping back to zero as the leading edge clicks over
each step.

This is an example of a hopping window:

 SELECT STREAM *, SUM(amt) OVER w

  FROM sales

  WINDOW w AS (PARTITION BY store_id

               ORDER BY FLOOR(s.ROWTIME TO HOUR) --hop forward each hour

               RANGE BETWEEN INTERVAL '24' HOUR PRECEDING AND CURRENT ROW);--total

range of window

Results "hop" forward a batch at a time because the window lumps results into flooring
intervals. Each batch corresponds to a complete flooring interval's worth of results: the sum
of 24 hours's worth of rows from the current hour on the hour.

In s-Server, when the ORDER BY clause of a SELECT statement uses a monotonic
expression based on ROWTIME, the window is described as a hopping window. 
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34 InnerJoin

A join that matches rows from both relations (either tables or streams), returning rows only if
there is a match in the join column. 

35 INSERT

A DML statement that adds rows into a stream or a foreign stream.

36 INSERTEXPEDITED

An extension to the INSERT statement. INSERT EXPEDITED uses the high speed SDP to
transmit data from client to server.

37 Instance

The set of SQLstream processes (including a control node and one or more RAMPs) that
deliver the runtime services for the Guavus s-Server. Currently, an Instance consists of
exactly one process which includes the Control Node and the RAMP.

38 INTERSECT

A relational operator that returns the intersection of two sets. A INTERSECT B returns those
rows that are in both A and B.

39 Interval

A keyword used to specify a period of time, used in the form INTERVAL <timeunit> [TO
<timeunit>]. Such specifications can be used alone or preceded by the word RANGE, to
define a time-based window. Day-time intervals are supported; year-month intervals are not
supported. INTERVAL cannot be used as a datatype for a column in a table or stream.

Examples of using intervals without RANGE:

An example showing use of the <timeunit> TO <timeunit> syntax:

SELECT STREAM DISTINCT ROWTIME, prodId, FLOOR(Orders.ROWTIME TO DAY)
FROM Orders

which displays the set of unique products ordered in any given day. 

A command example using the INTERVAL keyword in converting intervals to DAY or
SECOND to generate reports at various intervals, uneven or even:

; for reporting at uneven intervals, in this case every day at 8am and 4pm.

GROUP BY
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  FLOOR(B.ROWTIME - INTERVAL '8' HOUR TO DAY),

  FLOOR(B.ROWTIME - INTERVAL '16' HOUR TO DAY),

  "ticker";

; for reporting at even intervals, in this case six summary reports each minute, for

each 10-second interval.

GROUP BY

   FLOOR((B.ROWTIME - TIMESTAMP '1970-01-01 00:00:00') SECOND / 10 to second),

   "ticker";

Interval operations examples:

INTERVAL '3 4' DAY TO HOUR / 2

(time  '12:03:34' - time '11:57:23') minute to second

Examples of using INTERVAL with RANGE:

FROM SALES.BIDS OVER (RANGE INTERVAL '10' SECOND PRECEDING) AS B

WINDOW "last_Hour" AS (RANGE INTERVAL '1' HOUR PRECEDING),

               "last_ten_min" AS (RANGE INTERVAL '10' MINUTE PRECEDING);

40 JavaMetadataInterface

JMI is an API for accessing and manipulating metadata from Java. JMI objects can be
serialized using XMI.

41 JDBC

JDBC (Java DataBase Connectivity) is a standard API for Java applications to access
databases and database-like systems. SQLstream provides a JDBC Driver to allow client
applications to send data to and from SQLstream, and also uses third party JDBC drivers to
access external data sources from within SQLstream.

42 JDBCDriver

The SQLstream JDBC driver, sometimes called the "client driver," enables external
applications to establish a session for executing streaming SQL in s-Server. Client
applications can INSERT into streams or SELECT from streams or views. The driver uses
Streaming Data Protocol (SDP) to communicate with s-Server.

43 Join

A relational operator that combines two relations (streams or tables) using a join condition,
giving a "wider" relation. Joins include inner join, outer join, natural join and cross join.

44 JoinCondition

The conditions and comparisons that define a join.
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45 KeyWord

A term used in SQL or in SQLstream either with a unique specific meaning or in the defining
syntax of a language element.

46 Local Data Wrapper

A predefined data wrapper that is internal to SQLstream.  For example, SYS_FTRS is used to
implement a pluggable storage engine for SQLstream.

47 LOCALDB

The catalog that stores user metadata about both local and foreign schema objects.
LOCALDB is the default catalog for the creation and use of schemas; SET CATALOG can be
used to change this default per-session.

48 Log File

A logfile is a text file that records events. These might be from an operating system or
software, or messages sent between software systems.

Using its Extensible Common Data framework Guavus s-Server can read log files as they are
written from either a local or remote location.

49 Loopback Table

A loopback table is a kind of alias to a native sqlstream table, which makes native tables
appear to be tables in an external database, connected using the SQL/MED plugin. Once you
create a loopback table, you can query native tables using the same standard three-level
qualifier scheme that you use for external database tables.

50 Metadata

Often defined as "data about data," metadata describes all the repository objects and is held
in the LOCALDB Catalog. Metadata is created and updated by DDL statements.

51 Meta Data Repository

The Metadata Repository project (MDR) is a NetBeans project that implements the OMG's
MOF (Meta Object Facility) standard based metadata repository.

52 MetaObjectFacility

MOF is an extensible model driven integration framework for defining, manipulating and
integrating metadata and data in a platform independent manner, used for integrating tools,
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applications and data.

53 Monotonicity

Property of a stream of values that reflects whether those values consistently increase (or
repeat) or decrease (or repeat), but in either case never change direction, that is, from
ascending to descending or vice versa. 

s-Server streams generally need to increase monotonically by ROWTIME. Some operators
require monotonically increasing values; in particular, the streaming GROUP BY operator
requires that at least one of its arguments be monotonic and non-constant. Also, if
SQLstream can deduce that an expression is monotonically increasing, it may be able to
evaluate the the query more efficiently. Using the MONOTONIC function asserts to
SQLstream that x is monotonic. 

54 Native Stream

A native, or named, stream is used for streaming data within s-Server. In contrast to foreign
streams, native streams do not connect with an external data source. Native streams are
useful in creating pipelines, as in the diagram below.

55 Natural Join

A join clause that matches each relation with the other when columns they have in common
(with identical names) are equal in value.

56 Node

Part of a data flow. The specification of a data flow is called a physical query plan. The actual
data flow is called a stream graph, which is a chain of stream nodes, each of which is a small
software machine that applies some relational operation to its input data stream(s) to produce
is output data stream(s). 
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57 Offset Window

 Version 6.0 Feature 

This feature is new in s-Server 6.0.

An offset window is a type of sliding aggregation window that ends at some time before the
current row . The end of the window is "offset" by some negative amount from the current
row. Offset windows may be applied to rows preceding or time interval windows. 

As with other analytic windows, with an offset window, you apply an analytic to a given
amount of rows that changes incrementally as rows stream in. For example, you might take
the sum of a column called Orders for an hour from one minute ago. At 12:01, the analytic
would apply to all rows with timestamps between 11:00 and 12:00. 

Offset windows can be sliding or hopping windows. They are distinguished by having a frame
which ends BEFORE the current row.

SELECT STREAM *, SUM(value) OVER w AS sum_value

  FROM sales

  WINDOW w AS (PARTITION BY pkey

               ORDER BY FLOOR(s.ROWTIME TO MINUTE)

               RANGE BETWEEN INTERVAL '2' MINUTE PRECEDING AND INTERVAL '1' MINUTE

PRECEDING);

  

58 Option

A named parameter required by a data wrapper when creating a server, or by the server
when creating objects such as foreign streams and foreign tables.

59 OuterJoin

A join that does not require every row in the two joined tables to have a matching row. The
joined result retains each row -- even if no other matching row exists. Outer joins subdivide
further into left outer joins, right outer joins, and full outer joins, depending on whether one
retains the rows from the left table, right table, or both.

60 Path

The lookup scope - always an ordered list of one or more schemas - for User Defined
Routine references.

10
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61 Procedure

A routine that does not return a result value. Procedures may be built in or system-defined
(supplied as part of the SQLstream installation) or user-defined.

62 Projection

The unary relational operation that restricts the columns appearing in the results of a query.

63 Pump

A SQLstream schema object that provides a continuously running  INSERT INTO stream
SELECT ... FROM query   functionality, thereby enabling the results of a query to enter a
named stream.

64 Query

A request for data to be returned from a data source, usually expressed as a SELECT
statement in SQL.

65 Query Plan

The sequence of operations that describes how a query will be broken down and executed by
the Guavus s-Server. The actual data flow is called a stream graph, which is a chain of
stream nodes, each of which is a small software machine that applies some relational
operation to its input data stream(s) to produce is output data stream(s). Named streams, or
nexus nodes are defined by a CREATE STREAM statement. They are freestanding nodes to
which other stream graphs can connect and disconnect, in order to receive or deliver data.

66 RelationalOperator

A set operator that can be applied to the results of two queries. Examples are INTERSECT,
MINUS/EXCEPT and UNION/UNION ALL.

67 Repository

A persistent store for the SQLstream catalog and native table data. By default, this is
implemented with an embedded database, but it can be implemented with any relational
database.

68 RepositoryObject

Any object within the SQLstream repository. Repository objects may be catalog objects or
schema objects.
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69 Routine

The generic term for a function or procedure.

70 Row

A row -- also called a record or tuple -- represents a single, implicitly structured data item in a
table or stream, containing one value for each column in the table definition.

71 Row-based Window

A window specified by a fixed number of rows; for example ROWS 10 PRECEDING specifies
that only the latest 10 rows be included in the window. (The SQL standard calls this a
"physical" window, and calls a Time-based Window a "logical" window.)

Be sure to see also the definition for Time-based Window.

72 ROWTIME

A system-defined column of type TIMESTAMP, included in every stream definition. Rows in a
stream always have monotonically ascending values for ROWTIME. 

By default, ROWTIME is the time a row enters the stream, though you can also configure the
system to assign this value to a time generated by the data source. This is known as
"promoting" a column to ROWTIME.

73 RowtimeBound

An assertion about the future contents of a stream, which states that the next row in the
stream will have a ROWTIME no earlier than the value of the bound. For example, if a
rowtime bound is 2018-12-0223:23:07, this tells the system that the next row will arrive no
earlier than 2018-12-0223:23:07. Rowtime bounds are useful in managing gaps in data flow,
such as that left overnight on a stock exchange.

74 Sandboxed Mode

s-Server 5.0 lets you implement s-Server in sandboxed mode. This sets up a restricted
environment for non-administrator users; you need to create these users before they can
access the sandboxed environment. This mode prevents users from doing anything that
might be dangerous to either s-Server or other systems, such as deploying a function that
deletes files or using JDBC to access external databases. 

75 Schema

A named catalog object containing the definitions of schema objects, such as streams,
tables, views, pumps, procedures and user defined functions.
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76 Schema Object

A repository object defined in the scope of a schema, such as a stream, table, pump, or view.

77 s-Dashboard

s-Dashboard is a browser-based interface for viewing s-Server schema objects: streams,
views, or tables graphically. 

Dashboards are web pages that contain multiple panels, each of which can connect to a
different stream, view, or table. Each panel contains a visualization. These are flexible modes
of viewing your data, including simple tables, points on a map, line plots, bar graphs, area
maps, and so on. These all use column-row combinations to plot data. Panels can be
changed in terms of both layout and data input. Dashboards will be most useful for streaming
data, as you will be able to see data changing in real time.

78 SELECT

The SQL command used to define a query.

79 Server

A named catalog object that defines a particular named use of a foreign or local data wrapper,
including as options any information needed to connect to the data source.

80 Server Properties

A set of key-value pairs that can be changed by the SQLstream developer or administrator in
order to modify the behaviour of Guavus s-Server.

81 Sliding Window

A sliding window is a time-based or row-based analytic window. With a sliding window, you
apply an analytic to a given amount of rows that changes incrementally as rows stream in.
For example, you might take the sum of a column called Orders for the past hour. At 12:01,
the analytic would apply to all rows with timestamps between 11:01 and 12:01. 

Sliding window queries do not contain a flooring function, which means that rows are not
batched into intervals. The query's results slide forward one row at a time. In other words, for
every row that the query finds, it emits one row.

This is an example of a sliding window in a query:

 SELECT STREAM *, SUM(amt) OVER w

  FROM sales

  WINDOW w AS (PARTITION BY store_id

               ORDER BY s.ROWTIME

               RANGE BETWEEN INTERVAL '1' HOUR PRECEDING AND CURRENT ROW);
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You can specify sliding windows in two ways:

As ROWS N PRECEDING, such as ROWS 10 PRECEDING

This analytic window uses the last N rows, such as the last 10 rows. When the query starts
up, the window fills up to N rows. From then on, as a new row enters the window, an old row
is excluded from the analytic. For all cases where N is a number, the number of rows in the
analytic window will always be N+1. You can also specify ROWS UNBOUNDED
PRECEDING, which includes all available previous rows in its analytic window.

As RANGE BETWEEN INTERVAL, such as RANGE BETWEEN INTERVAL '1' HOUR
PRECEDING AND CURRENT ROW

This analytic window uses rows from a specified interval of time. In this case, all rows whose
rowtimes precede the current rowtime by one hour will be excluded from the analytic. In other
words, rows that precede the previous hour are "dumped" or "discarded" from the analytic
window.

82 SoftwareDevelopmentKit

SQLstream provides a software development kit, or SDK, that allows customers to define
their own extensions to Guavus s-Server, including User Defined Functions and adapters.

83 SQL

An abbreviation for Structured Query Language. SQLstream uses a slightly modified version
of SQL called streaming SQL. The type of SQL that runs in s-Server is called streaming SQL.
This SQL is based on the SQL:2008 ANSI standard, with some modifications. s-Server'
streaming SQL is described in the Guavus s-Server Streaming SQL Reference Manual. 

SQLstream’s main enhancement to the SQL standard concerns the STREAM object. The
process of creating streams in streaming SQL is similar to the process of creating tables in a
database system like PostGres or Oracle. Like database tables, streams have columns with
column types. Once you create a stream, you can query it with a SELECT statement, or
insert into it using an INSERT statement.

84 SQLline

A pure-Java console based utility for connecting to relational databases and executing SQL
commands.

85 SQLLineRemote

A version of SQLLine enabling the sqlline command-line SQL interpreter to run as a client to
an arbitrary database server that supports JDBC. In other words, SQLlineRemote enables
command-line connection to a relational database to execute SQL commands.
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86 SqlMed

An abbreviation for SQL Management of External Data. It is an API for making external data
(both relational and non-relational) accessible within an SQL systemSQL standard. Guavus
s-Server embeds the Farrago platform to support access to foreign data sources, offering
JDBC for access to data stored in foreign SQL databases and MDR for access to metadata
stored in an MDR (MetaData Repository - including Farrago's own system catalog). Farrago
also supplies a corresponding foreign data wrapper instance named SYS_JDBC, though
additional wrapper instances corresponding to specific DBMS types can be defined.

87 SQLstream Server

The SQLstream runtime component that manages and executes SQLstream applications.

88 SQLstream Studio

SQLstream's user interface provides an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for
defining SQLstream objects and developing and testing streaming applications and queries
(the Development tab) and an integrated console for monitoring the active sessions and
statements within a running Guavus s-Server (the Management tab).

89 Statistical Variance and Deviation Functions

Each of these functions takes a set of numbers, ignores nulls, and can be used as either an
aggregate function or an analytic function.

The relationships among these functions are described in the following table:
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Function purpose Function name Formula Comments

Population variance VAR_POP(expr) ( SUM(expr*expr) -

SUM(expr)

*SUM(expr) /

COUNT(expr)) /

COUNT(expr)

Applied to an
empty set, it
returns null.

Population
standard deviation

STDDEV_POP(expr) Square root of the

population variance

(VAR_POP).

When VAR_POP
returns null,
STDDEV_POP
returns null.

Sample variance VAR_SAMP(expr) (SUM(expr*expr) -

SUM(expr)

*SUM(expr) /

COUNT(expr)) /

Applied to an
empty set, it
returns null.

Applied to an
input set of one
element,
VAR_SAMP
returns null.

Sample standard
deviation

STDDEV_SAMP(expr) Square root of the

sample variance

(VAR_SAMP).

Applied to only 1
row of input data,
STDDEV_SAMP

returns null.

90 StorageEngine

That component of a database which manages the actual creation, retrieval, update and
deletion of data implied by SQL commands.

By default, Guavus s-Server uses the SYS_FTRS row source to implement the SQLstream
repository.

91 Stream

One of the key concepts in streaming SQL, a stream is a continually updating data object,
with columns of data similar to a database table. A stream is a schema object that is a
relation but which does not store data like as a finite relation (such as a table in a database).
Instead, a stream implements a "publish-subscribe" protocol. It can be written to by multiple
writers (with INSERT statements, often contained in pumps) and read from by multiple
readers (with SELECT statements. The number of records in a stream can be infinite, as with
a log file that is continually read as new data is logged. 
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92 Stream Graph

The actual data flow of a streaming operation, consisting of a chain of stream nodes, each of
which is a small software machine that applies some relational operation to its input data
stream(s) to produce is output data stream(s). Nexus nodes are defined by a CREATE
STREAM statement. They are freestanding nodes to which other stream graphs can connect
and disconnect, in order to receive or deliver data.

93 StreamLab

StreamLab is a web application development environment that automatically generates
streaming SQL, which are known as "StreamApps." Using StreamLab's graphical interface,
you can set up input streams for data, apply built-in analytics to this data, and create sinks for
data for output to external locations.

94 StreamingAggregation

The use of a time-based window with many-rows-in, one-row-out behavior. To perform
streaming aggregation, use the SQL constructs SELECT STREAM DISTINCT ... or, more
commonly, SELECT STREAM ... GROUP BY.

::Contrast with Windowed Aggregation.

95 StreamingDataProtocol

Streaming Data Protocol (SDP) is a protocol for efficiently transmitting rows between nodes
in an instance of a Guavus s-Server. SDP is also used for transmission of data between
client and server, for example as part of INSERT EXPEDITED.

96 StreamingQuery

A query that returns a set of rows, potentially unbounded because the streaming query
execution can continue to return rows over an unbounded time.

97 StreamingRelation

The generic term for a relation or type of schema object that returns a stream. A Streaming
Relation may be either a stream or a Stream View.

98 StreamView

A view based on a streaming query.
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99 Subquery

A query nested within other SQL statements, such as SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE or
DELETE.

100 SYSFTRS

The predefined row-oriented data store adapter supplied with SQLstream and used to store
local data and Metadata.

101 sysjdbc

The predefined Foreign data wrapper supplied as part of the Guavus s-Server, used as the
basis for defining servers representing external JDBC data sources, and described in the
SYS_JDBC page of the Guavus s-Server Enterprise Integration Guide.

102 Table

A schema object containing a relation - a set of data elements (values) that is organized using
a model of vertical columns (which are identified by their name) and horizontal rows. A table
has a specified number of columns, but can have any number of rows.

103 Time-based Window

A window defined by a rowtime interval. The window's defining criteria specify a finite set of
rows, using a rowtime-based specification. 

At any arbitrary wall-clock-time, the number of rows to be found in that window can vary,
based on the number of rows that have arrived whose rowtimes are within the window's
defined period. (The SQL standard calls this a "logical" window, and calls a Row-based
Window a "physical" window.)

For example, RANGE INTERVAL '1' HOUR PRECEDING specifies that the window contains
all rows whose ROWTIMEs are within the hour preceding the stream's current time. (That
time is usually the rowtime of the most recent row received.)

104 Timestamp

TIMESTAMP is a scalar [data type] that stores a date and time. Per the SQL standard, a
timestamp value has no time zone associated with it. For example, the value TIMESTAMP
'2001-01-01 00:00:00' represents the start of the millennium, but interpretation is left to the
system architect.

SQLstream's time semantics, and in particular the TIMESTAMP values held in the ROWTIME
column and passed as rowtime bounds, are consistent with the SQL standard. 
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Time data accessed via JDBC are accessed as Java timestamp values and follow Java data
semantics. A Java java.sql.Timestamp object represents a particular moment in time. It
contains a long (64 bit signed integer) field that represents the number of milliseconds since
January 1st, 1970 UTC. (For example, on any particular day, 6:00AM PST and 9:00AM EST
are the same moment, and both correspond to the same java.sql.Timestamp.)

There is a tension between these notions of time, which system architects generally resolve
by standardizing on UTC (Coordinated Universal Time) as the timezone for the SQLstream
system. JDBC clients can remain in their local timezone. If you read/write data using the
JDBC setTimestamp(Timestamp) and getTimestamp() methods, timestamp values will
automatically be converted (by the java runtime library) to UTC timestamp values. An
alternative design is for the JDBC client to locate itself in the UTC zone; in this case the java
library does no conversion (see TimeZone for more details).

Note: The Guavus s-Server's timezone is always UTC. The time functions return time in
UTC, including the SQLstream operator CURRENT_ROW_TIMESTAMP for query results (an
extension).

105 Tumbling Window

A "tumbling window" is a a collection of rows that are aggregated to produce a fewer number
of output rows, such as "the sum of the last twenty rows" or "the sum of the rows in the last
hour." One row is returned for every group of rows.

As a result, the total number of output rows are limited: many rows in, one row out. Tumbling
windows are actually not "windows" in the SQL sense, but rows that are aggregated with
SELECT STREAM ... GROUP BY). 

106 Tuple

A collection of named data values. In relational design, the term tuple is often used
interchangably with row; the tuple consists of name/value pairs each representing the value of
a column.

107 UNION

A relational operator that combines all rows from two queries. A UNION B (A U B) returns all
unique (distinct) rows from both A and B. UNION can only be applied to finite relations.

108 UNIONALL

A relational operator that combines all rows from two queries. Unlike UNION, the expression
(A UNION ALL B) does not discard duplicates. UNION ALL can be applied to a streaming
query - resulting in all rows from both streams being in the result.
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109 UPDATE

A DML statement that changes the column values for a set of rows in a table or view. Note
that SQLstream's Storage Engine does not support updating through views using the
SQLstream SYS_FTRS adapter.

110 User

A name for an actor (person or system) that makes a connection with the Guavus s-Server.
s-Server supports two types of users. The default user, created on installation, is the
administrator user. This user can create non-administrator users. These users do not have
access to any system tables or functions (even in non-sandboxed environments). When s-
Server is run in sandboxed mode, non-administrator users are denied the following privileges:

· The creation of any Java-based user defined function, user defined procedure, or user
defined transform unless these refer to a Java function that is annotated with the
@AllowedInSandbox annotation.

· The execution of the commands ALTER SYSTEM, ALTER SESSION, CREATE JAR,
IMPORT FOREIGN SCHEMA, CREATE USER, CREATE SERVER, CREATE
FOREIGN STREAM, and CREATE FOREIGN TABLE.

· Direct access to imported schemas in the SYS_BOOT catalog.

111 UserDefinedFunction

A UDF is a User-Defined Routine that returns a scalar value. A user-defined function (UDF)
can implement complex calculations or interact with an external system, taking zero or more
scalar parameters and returning a scalar result. UDFs operate like built-in functions such as
FLOOR() or LOWER(). SQLstream allows the creation of Java or SQL functions.

The following table describes the differences between user-defined functions, procedures,
and transforms:
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Type of UDR Created by ...
Accepts ...
Returns ...

Comments

User-Defined
Function (UDF)

CREATE FUNCTION

Accepts ... Zero or
more parameters

Returns ... Scalar value

--- A UDF is used in a scalar expression; it takes
(0 .. n) scalar arguments and returns a scalar
value.

--- When used in a query, a scalar expression is
evaluated for each row.

--- SQLstream allows the creation of Java or SQL
functions.

User-Defined
Procedure (UDP)

CREATE
PROCEDURE

Accepts ... Zero or
more parameters

Returns ... No values
returned

A UDP is just a UDF that returns no value; it is
evaluated for a side effect.

User-Defined
Transform (UDX)

CREATE FUNCTION

Accepts ... Zero or
more Relations

Returns ... A Streaming
Relation

--- A UDX is different: its output is a stream of
rows, and its inputs can be scalars or be
streams. In SQL,

--- a streaming argument to a UDX is represented
as

      CURSOR(SELECT STREAM ...)

--- and a scalar is represented by any scalar
expression.

The invocation of a UDX is quite often preceded
by the keyword TABLE. For example:

  SELECT STREAM * 

   FROM TABLE( 

    filterSignal( CURSOR( SELECT STREAM *
FROM "RawSignals")));
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112 UserDefinedProcedure

A type of User-Defined Routine that accepts zero or more parameters but does not return a
value.

The following table describes the differences between user-defined functions, procedures,
and transforms:
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Type of UDR Created by ...
Accepts ...
Returns ...

Comments

User-Defined
Function (UDF)

CREATE FUNCTION

Accepts ... Zero or
more parameters

Returns ... Scalar value

--- A UDF is used in a scalar expression; it takes
(0 .. n) scalar arguments and returns a scalar
value.

--- When used in a query, a scalar expression is
evaluated for each row.

--- SQLstream allows the creation of Java or SQL
functions.

User-Defined
Procedure (UDP)

CREATE
PROCEDURE

Accepts ... Zero or
more parameters

Returns ... No values
returned

A UDP is just a UDF that returns no value; it is
evaluated for a side effect.

User-Defined
Transform (UDX)

CREATE FUNCTION

Accepts ... Zero or
more Relations

Returns ... A Streaming
Relation

--- A UDX is different: its output is a stream of
rows, and its inputs can be scalars or be
streams. In SQL,

--- a streaming argument to a UDX is represented
as

      CURSOR(SELECT STREAM ...)

--- and a scalar is represented by any scalar
expression.

The invocation of a UDX is quite often preceded
by the keyword TABLE. For example:

  SELECT STREAM * 

   FROM TABLE( 

    filterSignal( CURSOR( SELECT STREAM *
FROM "RawSignals")));
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113 UserDefinedRoutine

Any user-defined program object - the generic term for a User-Defined Function, User-
Defined Procedure or User-Defined Transform.

The following table describes the differences between user-defined functions, procedures,
and transforms:
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Type of UDR Created by ...
Accepts ...
Returns ...

Comments

User-Defined
Function (UDF)

CREATE FUNCTION

Accepts ... Zero or
more parameters

Returns ... Scalar value

--- A UDF is used in a scalar expression; it takes
(0 .. n) scalar arguments and returns a scalar
value.

--- When used in a query, a scalar expression is
evaluated for each row.

--- SQLstream allows the creation of Java or SQL
functions.

User-Defined
Procedure (UDP)

CREATE
PROCEDURE

Accepts ... Zero or
more parameters

Returns ... No values
returned

A UDP is just a UDF that returns no value; it is
evaluated for a side effect.

User-Defined
Transform (UDX)

CREATE FUNCTION

Accepts ... Zero or
more Relations

Returns ... A Streaming
Relation

--- A UDX is different: its output is a stream of
rows, and its inputs can be scalars or be
streams. In SQL,

--- a streaming argument to a UDX is represented
as

      CURSOR(SELECT STREAM ...)

--- and a scalar is represented by any scalar
expression.

The invocation of a UDX is quite often preceded
by the keyword TABLE. For example:

  SELECT STREAM * 

   FROM TABLE( 

    filterSignal( CURSOR( SELECT STREAM *
FROM "RawSignals")));
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114 UserDefinedTransform

A user-defined transform is a user-defined function that returns a set of rows or a stream of
rows. Its input arguments can be scalars or cursors. A cursor is an object representing a
subquery, which the user-defined transform can use to read the subquery results. The
subquery can be relational or streaming.

The following table describes the differences between user-defined functions, procedures,
and transforms:
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Type of UDR Created by ...
Accepts ...
Returns ...

Comments

User-Defined
Function (UDF)

CREATE FUNCTION

Accepts ... Zero or
more parameters

Returns ... Scalar value

--- A UDF is used in a scalar expression; it takes
(0 .. n) scalar arguments and returns a scalar
value.

--- When used in a query, a scalar expression is
evaluated for each row.

--- SQLstream allows the creation of Java or SQL
functions.

User-Defined
Procedure (UDP)

CREATE
PROCEDURE

Accepts ... Zero or
more parameters

Returns ... No values
returned

A UDP is just a UDF that returns no value; it is
evaluated for a side effect.

User-Defined
Transform (UDX)

CREATE FUNCTION

Accepts ... Zero or
more Relations

Returns ... A Streaming
Relation

--- A UDX is different: its output is a stream of
rows, and its inputs can be scalars or be
streams. In SQL,

--- a streaming argument to a UDX is represented
as

      CURSOR(SELECT STREAM ...)

--- and a scalar is represented by any scalar
expression.

The invocation of a UDX is quite often preceded
by the keyword TABLE. For example:

  SELECT STREAM * 

   FROM TABLE( 

    filterSignal( CURSOR( SELECT STREAM *
FROM "RawSignals")));
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115 VALUES

A SQL operator, on a par with SELECT and UNION.

116 View

A reusable definition of a query. In streaming SQL, views are similar to database views, but
are compiled once and continue to process incoming data rows in real time. (Database views
are compiled each time the query is executed.)  As with a database view, you can SELECT
from a view. Because the view continues to process data, the results of SELECT from a
view are the same as if the original query were run.  A view is a schema object.

Usefulness of views

Streaming views are like "macros" and are extremely useful for expanding a complex query in
streaming SQL, more useful than they are in an RDBMS context.

While views are used in RDBMS systems, to implement joins or simplify access to a large
table, they are used in more specific ways in= streaming SQL.

Because Guavus s-Server is effective at listening to data at different points in a series of
processing steps, chained views allow you to "listen" (SELECT) to data from one or more
streams, foreign streams or views. Each view can perform filters, transformations, or
analysis, and can produce results for "downstream" listeners. Each named view is then
available for other listeners--internal pipelines or external clients--to SELECT. This allows you
to break down a complex business pipeline into easily understood chunks, which can be
selected at any time.

117 webAgent

The s-Server webAgent accepts certain HTTP requests which represent SQL queries, and
send these queries to s-Server. The agent replies with the query results as JSON objects.

webAgent functions as a simple, miniature Web server, and is an integral part of Guavus
StreamLab and s-Dashboard. (See json.org for more details on JSON objects.) SQLstream
WebAgent is delivered as part of the SQLstream Client Tools, in the shell script
webagent.sh. 

118 Window

The WINDOW clause is a “rolling” query over a given period of time, such as an hour, used to
execute queries along the lines of “give me all orders within the past hour” or “give me all
vehicle with speeds over 55 for the past five minutes." Because streaming data continually
updates, windows are an important part of both querying and performing calculations on
streaming data.

The WINDOW clause allows you to define named window specifications that can be used in
analytic function calls and streaming JOIN clauses elsewhere in the query. The windows so
defined are inherited by sub-queries of the current query.
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· A tumbling window specifies a time frame that continually updates over time. For example,
a tumbling window might specify a following hour. The window is "tumbling" because after
the output rows are emitted, the tumbling window is cleared and a new set of future rows
are accumulated for the next output. As a result, the total number of output rows are limited.
Tumbling windows can be used with streaming aggregation (SELECT STREAM ... GROUP
BY). Tumbling windows can be used with Streaming Aggregation (SELECT STREAM ...
GROUP BY). For more details, see the topic GROUP BY clause in the s-Server Streaming
SQL Reference Guide. 

· A sliding or rolling window emits an output row with every input row and flushes a small
number (often times 1) row out of the window for the next calculation. Sliding or rolling
windows continue to accumulate rows, aside from the small number flushed. These are
used for windowed aggregation. 

119 WindowAggregateFunction

An aggregate function used in a non-grouping SELECT statement, taking an OVER clause to
identify the set of values over which it is computed.

120 WindowedAggregation

Use of a rolling time-based window or row-based window with one-row-in, one-row-out
behavior.

121 XMLMetadataInterchange

XMI is a model driven XML Integration framework - defined by OMG - for defining,
interchanging, manipulating and integrating XML data and objects. XMI-based standards are in
use for integrating tools, repositories, applications and data warehouses. XMI provides rules
by which a schema can be generated for any valid XMI-transmissible MOF-based metamodel.
XMI provides a mapping from MOF to XML.
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